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Think about a forest. In autumn, some trees are red or yellow. Others remain green. In winter, some trees are bare. Others remain green. Some forests have lots of red or yellow trees. Others have lots of evergreens. Forests with mostly changing trees have better soil. In autumn, dead leaves rot on the ground. Forests with mostly evergreens don’t have good soil. Not enough leaves fall and rot on the soil.

Main Idea
Choose the answer.

a. Different kinds of green
b. Evergreens and other kinds of trees
c. Beautiful autumn trees
d. Why some trees lose leaves
★ From the Reading

Draw lines to show where you can find each thing.

Which?
- changing trees
- evergreens

What?
- poor soil
- better soil

Why?
- many leaves rot
- not many leaves rot

★ New Words

Match the two parts of the sentences.

1. The forest is • rots quickly in summer.
2. Please • better than vegetables.
3. I like candy • remain sitting.
4. Fruit • mostly green.

★ Write It

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>evergreen</th>
<th>soil</th>
<th>autumn</th>
<th>bare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

__________  ___________  ___________  ___________